Emelina
by Cantieri Navali UGO CODECASA

A

return to the distinctive lines for which Codecasa creations are
known – classic and traditional while at once modern and
contemporary, with stunning, pure white shining all over. Inside,
the owners wanted the ambience and décor to be inspired by the
beauty of classical Italian art.
Codecasa is a historic Italian shipbuilder dating back to 1825. Guided by tradition,
the yard has always been run by the same family, and today Codecasa continues to
be a leading symbol of Italian excellence, with a prestigious international
reputation to boot. The yard has three production sites called Ugo Codecasa,
Codecasa Due and Codecasa Tre.
At each of them there are climate controlled, roofed spaces in which luxury motor
yachts are fully custom-built to lengths ranging from 30 to 80 metres (i.e. from 100
to 300 feet). The exclusive range from Cantieri Navali Codecasa currently
comprises three lines of yachts: the Codecasa series, with a displacing hull; the
Codecasa Sport with a planing hull and hydrojet propulsion; and the new series,
Codecasa Vintage, with a displacing hull and a practically vertical bow.
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On the preceding pages and on these pages, the sun deck of
the yacht. In the centre of the deck, a bar counter with stools
is sheltered by a hard top fixed to the mast. Forward,
a solarium area boasts an elevated swimming pool
in a panoramic position, surrounded by sunpads.
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The latter is an innovative addition which opens up new possibilities for Codecasa
in the near future, such as the first 42-metre Codecasa Vintage and the first 50metre Codecasa Vintage. This is an interesting new development which comes hot
on the heels of a very productive period of hard work in the yard’s recent past, proof
of the Italian brand’s excellent reputation among yacht owners the world over,
whether they are new, satisfied customers or loyal clients who keep coming back.
Codecasa’s recently launched luxury yachts have attracted plenty of interested
newcomers and enthusiastic return customers, with classic, traditional vessels along
with avant-garde, modern creations. Here’s a brief overview of these contemporary
masterpieces: in 2003, Apogee, a 62-metre Codecasa with hull n° C108: Mariù, a
50-metre Codecasa with hull n° F65: Carina, a 35-metre Codecasa with hull n° C33;
in 2004, Andale, a 50-metre Codecasa with hull n° F66; Flying Dagger, the first unit
from the Codecasa Sport 35-metre series with hull n° C109; in 2005, Iliki VIII, a
51-metre Codecasa with hull n° C111; Maria Carla, the second Codecasa Sport 35
metres, with hull n° C113; in 2006, Regina d’Italia, a 51-metre Codecasa with hull
n° F67; Moneikos, a 62-metre Codecasa with hull n° C112 featured in a lengthy
article published two years ago in issue number 4 of Yacht Première;
➢
  The upper deck
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An overview of
the upper saloon
on the bridge deck.
In the foreground, the
living area with bar,
and in the background
the veranda of
the dining area
whose table was
expressly made for
Emelina; a stupendous
example of the cabinetmaker’s art with an
extensible surface.

in 2007 came Ferdy, a 43-metre Codecasa with hull n° F68; Family Day, the first
ever 41-metre Codecasa Sport with hull n° F69, featured in an article published
last year in issue number 6 of Yacht Première; in 2008, MAIN, a 65- metre
Codecasa with hull n° C115; and Emelina, a 51-metre Codecasa with hull n° F70
which is the subject of this article. The high-profile brand is working hard,
seemingly unaffected by the negative impact of the current world economic crisis,
thanks to its reputation and impeccable quality. The yard continues to work on its
traditional vessels and its more modern, innovative builds and several are currently
under construction and scheduled for launch and delivery in the near future.
Here’s a quick summary of the most recent builds: this spring, the second 41-metre
Codecasa Sport was launched, with hull n° C119; while next year, in spring and
summer respectively, a 65-metre Codecasa with hull n° F71, a 65-metre Codecasa
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with hull n° C118 and the first ever 45-metre Codecasa Sport, with hull n° F72 will
be launched and delivered, while a 51-metre Codecasa with hull n° C116 will also
see the launch and delivery and which will virtually be the sistership to Emelina.
The features shared by the two vessels include the “sea balcony” in the Owner’s
suite, which is included in the design for the forthcoming Codecasa 51 and was
introduced for the first time with Emelina; this is a major innovation for the yard
and offers clients an interesting option which is sure to become extremely popular.
The main dimensional and technical data
Given construction code F70 by the yard, Emelina was built to the precise naval
architecture and engineering conceived and developed by the Codecasa technical
team.
➢
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On the preceding
pages, the veranda of
the main deck with
the main saloon
in the background;
on these pages,
a view of the foyer
with the staircase.
The walls of the
staircase are finely
frescoed using a timehonoured technique,
hand-painted by
an artist specially
for Emelina.

She was built entirely in-house at the Italian yard’s facilities, with a fully-welded
metal hull and superstructure built according to Lloyd’s Register Rules. For the
hull, the yard used high tensile AH36 steel while it chose 5083 H111/321
aluminium alloy for the superstructure. The new unit is compliant with the
classification rules of the Lloyd’s Register of Shipping Maltese Cross 100A1, SSC
“Yacht” Mono G6, and the Maltese Cross LMC – UMS regulations. She is also MCA
compliant. As for her dimensions, Emelina has a length overall of 167 (51 metres),
with length at waterline in excess of 143 feet (43.5 metres). Her maximum beam
is over 31 feet, equivalent to 9 and a half metres. The hull has a maximum draught
of just under 11 feet, or 3.5 metres. When fully loaded she displaces 565 tons, with
630 GT (gross tonnage). Emelina’s engine room contains twin V 16 Caterpillar
turbodiesel engines, A-HD rated from the CAT 3516B DiTA series. Each engine has
78 litres of displacement (4766 cc), with a maximum output of 2447 bhp (1825
bkW), supplied at 1600 rpm. The two engines are combined with ZF reduction
gearboxes and connected via transmission shafts to twin Schaffran S-class 5-blade
fixed-pitch propulsion propellers. As for her performance, this motorization allows
Emelina to reach top speeds of more than 17 and a half knots (20 mph), in light
displacement conditions; meanwhile, when fully loaded, the yacht can reach a
cruising speed of 16 knots (nearly 18.5 mph), and maintain an economy cruising
speed of 14 knots, equivalent to 16 mph. At her economy cruising speed Emelina
has a range in excess of 4 thousand nautical miles thanks to her fuel tanks, which
can hold nearly 21200 US gallons of fuel, equivalent to 80 thousand litres; the
vessel’s range can actually be increased by using the additional fuel tanks, which
can hold nearly 5300 US gallons (20 thousand litres). The yacht’s hold also
contains freshwater tanks which can carry nearly 4800 US gallons (18 thousand
litres), and are topped up constantly by a system with two watermakers, ensuring
adequate amounts of fresh water each day. Emelina has three generator sets, all
based around Northern Lights diesel generators: the two main ones are six- cylinder
in-line engines, M1066H model, each supplying 155 kW at 1500 rpm; while the
emergency generator is a four-cylinder in-line engine, M1064T2 model, supplying
55 kW at 1500 rpm. Emelina’s equipment includes two tenders; on the main fore
deck there is open-air garaging for a rescue and service tender, while the main
tender is stored in the garage and lazarette on the lower aft deck.
The exterior design and the interior design
When she was launched in April last year, the new 64-metre Codecasa, named
Main, inevitably aroused people’s curiosity and even amazement thanks to her
bold, striking squared-off lines and the unusual dark green colour used to paint her
hull and superstructure. Just three months later, this ultra-modern vessel, which
was rather unusual looking for a Codecasa yacht, was counterbalanced by the
launch of a new 51-metre Codecasa named Emelina, which took to the water in
July of last year. Emelina marks Codecasa’s return to the traditional, distinctive
styling that has always made the yard’s creations stand out from the crowd, while
at the same time integrating some of the Owners’ personal requests.
So here, once again, we have classic lines and traditional styling, modern yet soft,
with the bright, pure white paint dazzling all onlookers. Emelina’s look is faithful
to Codecasa’s classic style, while taking on board some innovative touches that
distinguish her from previous builds.
➢
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Emelina

An overview of
the master stateroom
on the main deck.
For Emelina’s interiors,
the Owner expressed
a strong desire for
decor and atmosphere
inspired by the classic
Italian tradition,
through an elegant style
calculated to evoke the
beauty of Italian art.
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One particular novelty for the Italian yard is the hatch in the starboard topside,
aligned with the Owner’s suite: it folds out to create a platform directly overlooking
the sea. This exclusive “sea balcony” is totally private and set aside for the couple who
own Emelina. It extends the perception of space from inside to out, and expands
the panoramic views, allowing the Owners to make the most of their relaxing time
on board.
The American Owners have decided that Emelina will cruise mainly in the Atlantic
ocean, along the coast of the US and then in the Caribbean for the winter months.
Although she will be geographically distant from the “Bel Paese”, the owners were
adamant that Emelina’s atmosphere and décor should be inspired by the Italian
tradition, in a classical style that recalls Italian works of art. As usual for Codecasa,
designers Anna Maria and Franco Della Role took care of the interior design, and

for Emelina they worked closely together with the Owners, fine-tuning every last
detail. Splendid quality materials, beautifully crafted and finished, have been used
throughout. For Emelina’s interiors, mahogany and mahogany crotch were used for
the wall panelling and furniture, while light-coloured marble was used for the
bathrooms and the flooring in the corridors and lobbies.
The exceptional talent of the craftsmen involved comes through in some remarkable
pieces of furniture custom-made for Emelina, such as the monumental formal
dining table: the table top is an elaborate composition of elements that fit together,
and can be taken apart and recomposed in different combinations to allow the
surface area to be extended when necessary. This ingenious and artistic solution
was designed and hand-crafted exclusively for Emelina by the British design firm
DB Fletcher. Emelina’s Owners have a particular passion for arts and crafts. ➢
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A shot of the hall with the staircase on the lower deck.
For the interiors, mainly mahogany and feather mahogany
were used for wall cladding and furnishings,
while marbles in clear and bright tones were used for
the bathrooms and the floors of corridors and passageways.
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This, coupled with their deep love of Italian culture, led them to enrich the yacht’s
interiors with décor feature and finishes that are reminiscent of a personal travel
collection, inspired by the legendary Grand Tour around Italy’s art capitals.
For example, the pair of brightly coloured statues depicting traditional allegorical
Italian carnival masks that stand in a lobby between the salon and veranda on the
main deck. Or the delicate ornamental motifs painted on the frescoed walls, which
lightly and gracefully accompany the inside staircase all the way up; they were
entirely hand-painted by the Italian artist Michele Dini, and the original design was
commissioned especially for Emelina by her Owners.
Their special love of Italy comes through not just in the interior design and
furniture, but in Emelina’s very layout. To underline their passion for all things
Italian, the Owners decided to christen each of the private staterooms with the
names of their favourite places in Italy. So the four guest cabins have been given
the names of the four Marine Republics, the historic pride of Italian seafaring.
The two cabins with twin beds are named Genova and Venezia, while the two
double cabins are called Pisa and Amalfi. This fun idea has also been used for the
Owners’ suite: in addition to the living room/study with the “sea balcony”, the suite
also contains a charming additional cabin which has been called Ravello, while the
panoramic master stateroom has been given the evocative name of Capri. An
appropriate choice, which perhaps hints at a forthcoming Mediterranean cruise for
Emelina – where else but along the Italian coast.
Flaviano Perelli
Photos by Bugsy Sedlek
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The guest cabins
on the lower deck.
The passion for
art works and
craftsmanship
cultivated by the
Owners of Emelina,
along with their love
of the classic Italian
cultural tradition,
has enhanced the
ambience with parts
of a collection seen
as a personal
travel “journal”.

  The guest cabin

 The guest cabin

 The guest bathroom

Profile

In the design of the yacht’s profile, blue is used to highlight Emelina’s two verandas;
one of these, located aft of the bridge deck, with curved glass windows, is the porch
of the formal dining area; while the other, located aft of the main deck, is the large
veranda with a lounge bar.

Emelina

Sun deck

Bridge deck

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Main deck

Lower deck

Hull
Superstructure
LOA
Beam
Maximum Draft
Displacement
Gross tonnage
Main engines
Generators
Propellers
Maximum speed
Cruising speed
Range
Fuel
Extra Fuel
Fresh Water
Accommodations
Crew cabins
Elevator
Classification
Builder
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High Tensile Steel AH36
Aluminium 5083 H111/321
167 ft / 51.00 m
31 ft / 9.50 m
11 ft / 3.30 m approx.
565 tons
630 tons
2 Caterpillar 3516B (2.447 Hp @1.600 RPM)
2 Northern Lights M1066H (155 kW / 208 hp)
1 Northern Lights M1064T2 (55 kW / 74 hp E.G)
2 Schaffran 5 blades “S” class
17.5 knots @ light displacement (20 mph)
16 knots @ full load displacement (18.4 mph)
4.000 Nautical miles @ 14 knots (16 mph)
80.000 L / 21,133 USGallons
20.000 L / 5,283 USGallons
18,000 L / 4,755 USGallons
Owner’s suite - 5 Guest cabins
Captain’s cabin, Chief Engineer’s cabin, 4 Crew cabins with twin bunks
Guest elevator serving all four decks
Lloyd’s Register 100 A1 - SSC “Yacht” MONO G6 LMC
Full MCA Compliant
CANTIERI NAVALI UGO CODECASA S.p.A.
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